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Physical activity surveillance and emerging technologies

J. Aaron Hipp¹

Public health surveillance is the ongoing, systematic collection, analysis, and interpretation of outcome-specific data (e.g., physical activity) essential to the planning, implementation, and evaluation of public health programs, policies, and intervention.¹ Two critical features of public health surveillance are that the system is active and ongoing, and that the function of surveillance is the expeditious dissemination of data.² The consistent and up-to-date surveillance and evaluation of physical activity (PA) in built environments (BE) is critical for use in community to international obesity prevention evaluation. Recent work conducted at Washington University in St. Louis shows emerging technologies are able to facilitate both the active uptake and the timely dissemination of PA and BE data.

PA and BE research has experienced tremendous expansion during the past 20 years.³-⁵ The research has followed traditional patterns of growth beginning with ecological studies of association,⁶ then local validation of associations via retrospective surveys and researcher-present observation.⁷⁻¹⁰ Presently, natural experiments related to PA patterns and BEs are growing in popularity.¹¹ These studies have been of great benefit to the field by informing public health and urban design. While there is now a substantial body of evidence to inform local interventions and policies,⁴⁻¹⁷ currently used methodologies and the use of small, local samples limit the PA surveillance, external validity, and dissemination of many results, interventions, and policies. There is a need for large-scale, evidence-informed surveillance of PA to increase the external validity of programs, policies, and BE change.¹⁸,¹⁹

Emerging technologies are now able to capitalize on the ubiquity and heterogeneity of data sources as well as employ crowdsourcing to evaluate and manage large datasets in an effort to increase public health surveillance. As an example, colleagues and I have recently embarked on a series of studies to validate the use of over 23,000 outdoor, publically-available on the Internet, webcams. The Archive of Many Outdoor Scenes (AMOS; http://amos.cse.wustl.edu) is a Washington University project which aims to capture and archive images from every publicly-available, online, outdoor webcam (e.g., traffic cams, campus cams, ski-resort cams, etc.). This capture is archival, systematic, searchable, and ongoing, with images archived on average every thirty minutes (over 500 new images each minute). These webcams are capturing a wide array of PA patterns and BE characteristics and AMOS is very much an international dataset with over 9,000 non-US webcams, including at least 125 from Brazil.

We have been working to demonstrate and evaluate the potential for the AMOS dataset, and additional new outdoor webcams, to be re-purposed as a surveillance tool to evaluate patterns of human PA behavior in the urban BE.²⁰ Our recent study annotated, or counted, the number of pedestrians, bicyclists, and vehicles present in photographs from one webcam, and found measurable changes in PA patterns after BE change (addition of a bicycle lane and new crosswalks). Work presented at the recent Active Living Research Conference (San Diego, CA; February 2013) included additional cameras and initial reliability and vali-
change in PA patterns appears to be associated with the amount and quality of BE change. With the ongoing capture of webcam scenes we can continue to track these trends and evaluate PA patterns across seasons, weather, and policy and BE change.

Due to the size of the AMOS dataset, we have used crowdsourcing to help annotate, or evaluate the captured scenes. Crowdsourcing refers to and utilizes the masses, or crowds, of individuals using the Internet, social media, and social mobile phone applications. The crowds participating in these websites and applications are the source of data or the source of needed labor. Crowdsourcing data collection in public health is an emerging field, with examples including the collection of tweets and Google searches that detected an increase in influenza before the increase in subsequent influenza-related hospital visits. Another potential use of crowdsourcing is as the labor in evaluation or assessment of research hypotheses.

We were the first to publish on the use of crowdsourcing (Amazon Mechanical Turk; www.mturk.com) as PA evaluators and surveillance.

This example of using emerging technologies in PA surveillance is novel in: (1) Its use of an international dataset of publically-available, online, outdoor webcams to capture PA patterns and BE characteristics; (2) Its ability to utilize crowdsourcing to reliably annotate captured images; and (3) Its capacity to be an ongoing, systematic PA surveillance system. The work also offers an innovative, transdisciplinary collaboration between computer science and public health.

Because AMOS captures photos of outdoor scenes from over 23,000 webcams, there is the opportunity to aggregate findings across a diverse sample of BEs and cities and generalize results of PA patterns and BEs. The opportunity offered by the unobtrusive webcams will provide an unbiased sample of human PA patterns within captured scenes, including scenes that have experienced policy, programmatic, and BE change during the ongoing (since 2006) automatic collection of scenes. The ultimate goal of our current PA and computer vision collaboration is to develop computer algorithms that will automatically identify and calculate PA patterns in webcam scenes, removing the current necessity of crowdsourcing annotation. This would be the ultimate in international PA surveillance.
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